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Abstract
A body of research has shown that there are linguistic differences in the way people with 
epilepsy talk about their seizures when compared to those with non-epileptic seizures. We 
extend this line of research by presenting the results of a phonetic analysis comparing 
speech samples from people with a confirmed diagnosis of epilepsy (7 patients), to those 
with a confirmed diagnosis of non-epileptic seizures (8 patients). Variables considered 
include features of pitch, intensity, duration and pausing in their responses to questions from
a neurologist during medical history-taking. We find only limited evidence of differences 
between the two diagnostic groups (epilepsy vs. non-epileptic seizures). We discuss 
possible reasons for this lack of evidence.
Keywords: phonetics, epilepsy, non-epileptic seizure
Background
The differentiation between the most common causes of Transient Loss of Consciousness 
represents a clinical challenge. Tests performed after the event lack sensitivity and 
specificity (Kotsopoulous et al., 2003). (The sensitivity of a clinical test refers to the test’s 
ability to identify all those with the disease; specificity refers to the test’s ability to correctly 
identify all those without the disease.) The clinician’s interpretation of descriptions of the 
event provided by patients (and witnesses when available) continues to make the most 
important contribution to the diagnosis (Malmgren, Reuber, & Appleton, 2012). Whereas 
fainting (syncope) can be distinguished reliably from the other two most important causes 
(epilepsy and nonepileptic seizures, henceforth EP and NES respectively) on the basis of a 
modest number of factual enquiries, the distinction of epilepsy from NES is more 
challenging. In fact, the great majority of patients ultimately diagnosed with NES initially 
receive an inappropriate diagnosis of (and treatment for) epilepsy, and it typically takes 
several years before the correct diagnosis of NES is made (Reuber et al. 2002). However, a 
body of research has shown that there are linguistic differences in the way people with 
epilepsy talk about their seizures when compared to those with non-epileptic seizures (Plug 
& Reuber, 2009; Plug, Sharrack, & Reuber, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c). Most notably, Reuber, 
Monzoni, Sharrack, and Plug (2009) show, in a blinded, multi-rater study, that 85% of 
ultimate medical diagnoses were correctly predicted using only qualitative linguistic criteria, 
such as whether a description of subjective seizure symptoms is volunteered (EP) or not 
provided even when prompted (NES); or whether seizures are repeatedly conceptualised as 
a fight or struggle (EP) or not conceptualised as such (NES). While the differences described
in these studies were identified by careful post-hoc study of transcripts and video-recordings,
subsequent work has shown that clinicians are able to alter their history-taking by asking 
more open questions, and allowing patients more opportunity to describe their problem in 
their own way, and that these features can make a contribution to the differential diagnosis 
when doctors simply listen out for them as they talk to patients (Jenkins & Reuber, 2014; 
Jenkins et al., 2016). The distinction of these two common seizure disorders is of great 
importance because they have different causes and require different treatments: epilepsy is 
caused by abnormal electrical discharges in the brain and is primarily treated with 
antiepileptic drugs. In contrast, although they are likely to have a neurobiological basis, most
nonepileptic seizures are understood as an involuntary, reflex-like response to distress and 
typically treated with psychotherapy (Brown & Reuber, 2016).. 
In this report we extend this line of research by presenting the results of a phonetic analysis 
comparing speech samples from people with a confirmed diagnosis of epilepsy, to those with
a confirmed diagnosis of NES. A recent scoping review provided by Dutta, Murray, Miller, 
and Grovesc (2018) looked expressly at language abilities; it seems that there is little if 
anything known about the possible influence of epilepsy on speech (and concomitantly, 
about the influence of NES on speech). Better diagnostic methods are urgently needed to 
reduce misdiagnoses and promote a more efficient use of investigations (Malmgren, Reuber,
& Appleton, 2012). Therefore we set out to see if phonetic analysis could help to differentiate
these two groups (i.e. EP vs NES). This is in some respects an extension of existing work 
using analysis of speech to distinguish patient groups. For example, Illes (1989) compares 
AD, Huntingdon’s Disease and Parkinson’s Disease; Croot, Ballard, Leyton, and Hodges 
(2012) looked at the speech of a mixture of patients with nonfluent/agrammatic PPA, and 
logopenic PPA. Hoffmann et al. (2010) compares patients with mild, moderate and severe 
AD with healthy controls, and Kato, Homma, Sakuma, and Nakamura (2015), König et al. 
(2015), Midi et al. (2011) and Satt et al. (2013) compare healthy controls to patients with MCI
and patients with varying severity of AD. Building on extensive research into the effects of 
depression on speech, Cummins et al. (2015) review the different effects of depression and 
suicidality on speech production and the potential for acoustic analysis to distinguish 
between the two groups. 
The acoustic analyses we present are grounded in differences in phonetic parameters 
known to be of relevance in the organisation of conversation such as pitch range relative to a
speaker’s baseline, mean intensity or loudness, and speaking rate (G. Walker, 2013). This 
helps ensure that the any differences identified are likely to be evident to listeners. This is an
important difference from other work on patient groups which focusses on measurements 
which can be automated and which show statistically significant effects, regardless of the 
likelihood that listeners would be able to detect the differences in the speech signal. This 
preliminary work also addresses the gap in research into the speech functions of persons 
with epilepsy.
Method
This study employs conversation analytic insights with impressionistic and acoustic phonetic 
analysis. The data set comes from recordings of the speech of patients who had been 
referred for observation with video-EEG (electroencephalography) because of uncertainty 
about their current diagnosis. We compare 7 patients with a proven diagnosis of epilepsy, 
and 8 with NES. These recordings have been drawn on previously by Plug and Reuber 
(2009), Plug et al. (2009a, 2009b, 2009c), and Reuber et al. (2009). As noted in Reuber et 
al. (144:2009), all participants were fluent English speakers, and were assessed for linguistic
competence using the The Graded Naming Test and the Test for Reception of Grammar 
(Version 2). This study was approved by the South Sheffield Research Ethics Committee. All
participants gave their informed written consent before their interview with the physician.
The recordings consist of history-taking by a neurologist (the last author), using a modified 
interview schedule first described in Schwabe, Reuber, Schöndienst, and Gülich (2008) and 
also described in Plug et al. (2009b, 2009c). The doctor conducting the history-taking 
interview did not know the diagnosis at the time of recording; the diagnoses were only 
confirmed later, after a seizure had been recorded.  Our analysis focuses only on the 
responses to the first two questions asked by the doctor, which are “what were your 
expectations when you came to hospital?” and “Can you tell me about your first seizure?” 
The protocol for these interviews stipulated that the interviewing doctor refrain from 
suggesting new topics, and that he tolerate silences much longer than are normal in 
everyday conversation (Jefferson, 1989) as well as use continuers such as “mmhm, right” to 
indicate continued attention to the patient. 
We have limited our current investigations to only the first two questions in part because 
previous literature emphasises the importance of the opening section of medical interactions 
(Heritage & Robinson, 2006; Robinson, 2006). In addition, Plug et al. (2009a) provide a case
comparison showing that both during the opening phase of the interview and when asked 
about a specific seizure, Jack (EP) offers a lot of detail, whereas Barbara (NES) offers little. 
(All names used to refer to the data in this study are pseudonyms.) Later in the interview, 
when the doctor asks them about a symptom they have previously mentioned, the opposite 
occurs: Jack offers little detail (presumably because he has given so much earlier in the 
interaction) whereas Barbara offers more. This shows that people with NES need prompting 
to expand on their experiences whereas people with epilepsy do not. Therefore, we have 
proceeded on the assumption that the diagnostically relevant linguistic features of 
epilepsy/NES occur in the earlier part of the interaction in which patients’ contributions to the
interaction are less strongly affected by the doctor’s contributions and what has happened 
earlier in the encounter.
Finally, the responses to the first and second questions provide a manageable amount of 
data: an average of 29 seconds and 50 seconds of speech, excluding pauses, for the 
responses to the first and second questions respectively, with a minimum combined total for 
responses to first and second questions of 26 seconds (average = 79 seconds). This seems 
to us an appropriate amount of data for preliminary examination of the two patient groups, 
and is supported by research on effective ways to study speakers’ pitch characteristics 
(which we study here). For example, Horii (1975) reports that the variability of fundamental 
frequency mean and median estimations decreases as sampling size (amount of speech) 
increases. While this decrease in variability is fast initially, it slows as sample size increases,
and a sample size of approximately 14 s – much smaller than the samples we consider here 
– achieves an accuracy of approximately 3.2 Hz for mean fundamental frequency. Lennes, 
Stevanovic, Alto, and Palo (2015) also report a decrease in variability of pitch means as 
sampling size increases, with reduction in the standard deviation of pitch mean estimates to 
approximately 1 ST (semitone) by the time that 12 s of speech are considered.
Using existing transcriptions, the responses to the first and second questions from the 
interviewer were identified according to conversation analytic principles (Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013). The ends of responses were judged by more conservative estimates than in the 
original studies, which considered all the patient talk up until the doctor’s next query as the 
‘response’. Our analysis instead marked the end of a response when the patients’ talk 
veered off into other topics, eg., “but I were scared”, [Tallulah, line 11] in response to the first
question about expectations, or in response to the second question about their first seizure, 
“think second one were just about same” [Betty, line 233], or “I’ve had encephalitis” [David, 
line 15]. We did this to ensure that our analysis focussed only on talk given in response to 
the interviewer question, partly since - as noted above - it has already been demonstrated 
that the content of the answers can be used to differentiate the patient groups. By 
constraining the talk we considered even further, we hoped to ensure that we were not 
analysing off-topic talk that might have a different phonetic design.
All audio recordings were normalised for loudness using normalize 
(http://normalize.nongnu.org/), bringing the volume of each recording to the same overall 
level.  This step was taken due to differences in the clininical environments in which the 
recordings were made, the position of the speakers relative to the microphone and 
differences in recording gain.  These differences can have a significant impact on the 
comparability of intensity measures.  Each recording was adjusted by a different amount due
to differences in overall loudness.  However, the same adjustment was applied within each 
recording depending on the overall loudness of the recording, including the speech from the 
interviewer and from the patient.  This reduces the likelihood that the normalisation 
procedure would mask some differences between the patient groups (cf. normalising the 
loudness of each patient's response in isolation, for example, or not normalising the 
recordings at all). Each response was annotated using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018), 
combining visual inspection of the waveform and spectrogram with listening to the audio 
playback. Material was transferred manually from the transcriptions to Praat annotation files 
(TextGrids), marking the beginning and end of each event (utterance, or transcribed silence).
Some details of the original transcription were adjusted by consensus. The TextGrids have 
separate tiers for the patient’s speech, the interviewer’s speech, silences which could be 
attributed to the patient (within-turn silences), silences which could be attributed to the 
interviewer, and silences which could not be attributed to either party: see Figure 1. A further
tier was added later to record the number of syllables produced in each interval indicating 
speech produced by the patient: the contents of this tier are described below.
These annotations were used as the basis for studying the variables summarised in Table 1,
for each of the 15 patients. The variables were selected for three main reasons: (1) they can 
be measured reliably on the available materials; (2) they are likely to be discernible by an 
observer (e.g. a doctor) without any special training or computer processing of audio data; 
(3) they give reasonable coverage of prosodic aspects of a speaker’s voice (pitch, loudness, 
rate of articulation).
Praat was used to prepare pitch traces of the samples, using Praat’s autocorrelation method.
Pitch traces were prepared for all portions of the audio annotated as containing speech by 
the patient, starting and ending at the manually-placed boundary, and excluding any portions
of overlapping talk by the interviewer. This step was intended to help reduce the number of 
pitch values which correspond to background noise, or speech by the interviewer. Pitch 
traces were prepared with different pitch floor and ceiling values for male and female 
patients, using the values suggested in the Praat manual (web version: 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Intro_4_2__Configuring_the_pitch_contour.html): a 
floor of 75 Hz for male patients and a ceiling of 300 Hz; a floor of 100 Hz for female patients 
and a ceiling of 500 Hz. Praat will only provide pitch estimates between these floor and 
ceiling values. All of the pitch traces were then corrected through a combination of visual and
auditory inspection. Pitch values which did not reflect the patient’s speech were either 
moved within the constraints of Praat’s constraints on pitch editing, or removed by marking 
the frame(s) as unvoiced; no values were added in for frames which Praat considered to be 
unvoiced. Pitch values for portions where non-modal voice quality is evident and which 
would have given misleading representations of the speaker’s normal speaking range (e.g. 
very low values produced during portions of creaky voice) were removed.
The corrected pitch traces were used as the basis of the intensity measures: intensity 
measures were taken wherever a pitch value occurred in the pitch traces. This step helps 
ensure that the intensity measures are only taken where voiced speech from the patient has 
been deemed to occur, and reduces the likelihood that the intensity measures reflect only 
background noise.
The extent of labelled intervals on the patient speech tier in the annotations described above
were used as the basis for the speechTime variable, starting and ending at the boundary 
once moved to the nearest zero-crossing. The variable speechSylls was determined by 
totalling up the number of syllables produced by the speaker in all labelled intervals on the 
patient speech tier. Syllables were counted on the basis of what could be heard, rather than 
a canonical production, for example “to the door” = 3 syllables, but produced as “tut door” = 
2. Any queries were resolved through discussion.
The variables described above all relate aspects of the patient’s speech in their responses to
the first and second question from the interviewer. There is another relevant set of variables 
to analyse, however; those of ‘non-speech’, ie., pauses in the patient’s responses. Pauses 
are clearly an audible feature of the responses, and pauses have been shown to be 
important in discriminating between other patient groups. These variables are summarised in
Table 2.
In the remainder of the paper we present a descriptive statistical analysis of these 
variables; namely, the minimum, maximum, mean, median and standard deviation for each 
variable for each of the groups, as well as plots showing the results for individual speakers 
from each group. Skewness in the distribution of pitch and intensity values for each speaker 
is described in the Discussion section. As already noted, the aim of this particular research 
project is to investigate audible differences in the pitch, loudness, and/or timing of speech 
produced by people with epilepsy compared to people with non-epileptic seizures; therefore 
we leave for other researchers any more complex mathematical comparisons between the 
measured values. Additionally, we must point out that our pool of secondary data was small: 
only 15 speakers in total, 7 EP and 8 NES. Given these small numbers, we err on the side of
caution and make no claims about statistical significance.
Results
The results reported below are based on an analysis of combined responses to the first and 
the second question from the doctor. Table 3 presents the minimum, maximum, mean, 
median and standard deviation for each variable for each of the groups.  
Visual representations of variables
Plots for each variable listed in Table 1 are shown in Figure 2. In each, the lowest values for 
the given variable are on the left of the x-axis, and the values increase moving to the right.
It is possible to add together the rankings on single variables to give an overall ranking for 
each patient. Figure 3 shows the output of combining the rankings on each of the variables 
in Figure 1, except speechTime. This has been excluded as this variable is effectively the 
same as speechSylls (r = 0.99), and the rankings almost identical (the only change is that 
the patients ranked as 7, 8 and 9 on speechSylls are ranked as 9, 7, 8 on speechTime: see 
Figure 2d and 2e). On each variable, the highest ranked speaker on that variable was given 
a score of 15; the lowest ranked speaker was given a score of 1. The higher the score on 
each variable, the ‘bigger’ the speech (biggest pitch range, highest median relative to the 
speaker’s baseline, loudest, most syllables, fastest). Note that the distance between 
adjacent rankings on a variable in terms of ST, dB, sylls or sylls/s, is factored out when 
totalling up rankings. In other words, the results in Figure 3 are based on the speech of the 
patients, but the figures are not a direct measure of speech. Instead, this is a method for 
comparing two groups, and for comparing individuals within those two groups.
Pitch and intensity profiles
In the plots shown in this section pitch values are in 1 ST bins; intensity values are in 1 dB 
bins. The plots show all values in the results; the x-axis ranges in the plots are the same for 
all participants.
Plots by speaker
The plots in Figure 4-7 show pitch and intensity profiles for each speaker, arranged by 
diagnosis (EP vs. NES).
Plots by patient group
Figure 8 and 9 bring together pitch and intensity measures by all individuals in each patient 
group. Note that there is no normalisation for the number of measures for each speaker: in 
other words, a speaker who generates more measures will have a bigger visual impact on 
these plots than a speaker generating fewer.
Pausing
Figure 10 shows plots of the variables related to pausing described in Table 2.
Discussion
Based on the results in the previous section, it is our contention that few if any 
straightforward audible distinctions between EP and NES are immediately apparent. This 
may be explained by the fact that there are subgroups of patients with NES which can be 
separated on the basis of their underlying psychopathology, as suggested by e.g., Brown et 
al. (2013); Reuber et al. (2003). Similarly, patients with EP are not a homogeneous group in 
terms of certain clinical characteristics (such as neurological impairment, the presence of 
psychiatric comorbidity, or the location in the brain where the seizure originates).Our small 
sample is not controlled for these variables. In what follows we first discuss some of the 
findings that may be of potential diagnostic relevance, and then discuss our findings/lack 
thereof from a linguistic standpoint. We do not cover each of the eight variables already 
described in the methodology and the results section, but instead confine our discussion to 
those the show some (admittedly slight) difference between EP and NES.
Pitch range and amount of speech produced
Figure 2a shows that, in our dataset, the narrowest pitch ranges are used by speakers with 
NES (see TL and TM). Additionally, Figure 3 shows that those who come out lowest on 
combined rankings on all parameters also have a diagnosis of NES (TM, PA, TL). Finally, for
amount of speech, measured either in raw time or in syllables produced, patients with NES 
cluster at both ends of the spectrum; in other words, they produce both the least and the 
most speech (see Figure 2d, and Figure 2e). Based on these findings, future research might 
focus on whether patients with NES exhibit an overall ‘depression’ in the phonetic production
of their speech compared to patients with EP. The findings regarding the amount of speech 
produced might indicate that there is a ‘typical’ amount of time that a patient with EP takes to
respond to these questions, and that outliers from that indicate a non-EP diagnosis. Both of 
these areas could repay additional research, as they would be fairly easy for anyone (not 
just trained phoneticians) to hear and recognise.
It is conceivable that the two different phonetic patterns for people with NES reflect the well-
recognised clinical heterogeneity within the NES group: some but not all people with NES 
will have clinical features of conditions such as anxiety, depression or post-traumatic stress 
disorder.
Pitch and intensity profiles
Numerical measures of the skewness in the distribution of pitch and intensity values for each
speaker, arranged by group (EP vs. NES) are shown in Table 4.
The distribution of pitch values seems to be more skew for speakers in the EP group than for
speakers in the NES group. The mean skewness for speakers in the EP group = 0.92, while 
the mean skewness for speakers in the NES group = 0.58. To put these measures in 
context, Bulmer (1979) suggests as a rough guide that if skewness is greater than 1 then the
distribution is highly skew; if skewness is between 0.5 and 1 then the distribution is 
moderately skew; if skewness is between 0 and 0.5, then the distribution is fairly 
symmetrical.
When pitch values from all speakers in each group are combined, as in Figure 8, some 
difference in skew in the distribution of pitch values is evident between the two groups. While
the distribution of pitch values is skew to the right for both groups, the distribution of pitch 
values is more skew to the right for the EP group than for the NES group (0.8 for the EP 
group, 0.67 for the NES group).
In terms of how the speakers in the two groups may sound, these general tendencies in the 
distribution of pitch values suggest at least two things. First, that speakers in both groups 
tend to produce their speech towards the bottom of their pitch range. This is consistent with 
the Lennes et al. (2015): working with samples of speech from 40 individuals (20 female, 20 
male), they report that the distributions of pitch values tend to be skew to the right. Second, 
these general tendencies suggest that speakers in the EP group produce more of their 
speech towards the top of their pitch range than speakers in the NES group.
With one exception, the distribution of intensity values for all speakers in both groups is skew
to the right. The difference in mean skewness between the two groups is very small (EP = 
0.36, NES = 0.44), and this is reflected in the similarity between Figure 9a and 9b.
Whether these differences in the distribution of pitch and intensity values are reflected in 
listeners’ perceptions, and whether these patterns are evident in speech beyond these 
samples, is another matter. We are wary of putting too much stock in these small statistical 
differences, especially where their relationship with what can be heard is unclear (Foulkes, 
Docherty, Shattuck-Hufnagel, & Hughes, 2018).
Pausing
There is no obvious distinction to be made between EP and NES on the basis of these three 
variables. However, we note the following: (i) the speakers who pause both the fewest (TM, 
CH, TL) and the most times (SU, BA, LA) are in the NES group (Figure 10a); (ii) the 
speakers with the shortest average pause durations are from the EP group (SM, ZA, Figure 
10b); (iii) the speakers with the lowest pause-to-speech ration are from the EP group (SM, 
ZA; Figure 10c).
Conclusions, and further work
The findings we have reported in this paper are somewhat inconclusive, and in places point 
to a negative finding, i.e., no obvious straightforward relationship between a phonetic 
parameter and a diagnostic group (which can of course provide a valuable addition to 
knowledge). Some possible explanations for these findings are: (i) there are no phonetic 
differences between these two patient groups; (ii) there are differences between these two 
patient groups, but these are the wrong variables to capture those differences; (iii) there are 
differences between these two patient groups, these are the right variables to capture those 
differences, but the measurements are unreliable (e.g. sample size too small, errors in 
measuring).
With regard to the relatively small sample size analysed here, we note that the preparation of
audio data collected in the field is a time-consuming process. However, the high ecological 
validity of such data makes the process worthwhile. Because of the time involved, it seems 
appropriate to conduct a pilot study in a modest but technically manageable patient group to 
establish whether this method is worth pursuing in a larger sample. Given the lack of signal 
from this study, we come to the conclusion that phonetic analysis that does not take account 
of the context is unlikely to generate findings of differential diagnostic value.
We would in fact argue that contrary to what may be lay expectation, there is not much 
linguistically-motivated evidence to support the idea that one could diagnose a particular 
illness on the basis of acoustic material alone. The work done so far on the differential 
diagnosis of epilepsy in fact supports the opposite, showing that the lexico-semantic-
pragmatic content of talk – eg., the use of metaphor, (Plug et al., 2009b); the use of the term
‘seizure’ (Plug et al., 2009c) – is where the relevant differences lie. 
Phonetic parameters such as pitch and intensity are not produced independently of the 
words that carry them; indeed we have argued elsewhere against the idea that any phonetic 
constellations have invariant meanings that can be simply overlaid on the lexis (Curl, Local, 
& Walker, 2006; Ogden & Walker, 2013; G. Walker, 2013; T. Walker, 2014). Rather, 
Benjamin and Walker (2013), Curl (2005), Curl et al. (2006), T. Walker and Benjamin (2017) 
show how phonetic patterns combine with what is said to differentiate actions; therefore it 
may be the case that if analysed in tandem with the content of the talk, the phonetic patterns
may contribute to the differentiation of these or other patient groups, although we have found
little evidence that the phonetic productions on their own could do so.
As might be anticipated, this preliminary investigation has some limitations. As noted 
previously, both EP and NES are heterogenous groups. Our small sample might contain 
people with a variety of different underlying and/or co-occuring conditions.  
In terms of what talk we analysed, we only investigated the combined responses to the first 
and second questions asked during the interview. Additionally, we limited the response only 
to talk that directly related to the question. We could expand the amount of speech 
considered to all talk up to the interviewer’s next question; additionally, we could also extend
the analysis to all responses to all questions. However, the grounds on which we selected 
the subset of responses were well-motivated, as these responses have been shown 
previously to contain the kind of talk that that differentiates the patient groups.
Another limitation, not easily overcome in the short term, is the variability in question 
responses that we see in this dataset. Although this data contains responses that 
differentiated the diagnostic groups of EP and NES, we did note that the interviewer used a 
variety of grammatical forms when posing the question about ‘expectations’ as well as 
asking for details of the first seizure. We have shown elsewhere that using a computer to ask
invariant questions generates responses that differentiate people with neurodegenerative 
disease from those with benign memory complaints just as well as questioning from a 
trained neurologist (T. Walker et al., 2018). However, the responses are in some ways more 
linguistically similar both to each other and within groups, and thus more amenable to 
comparison. Although the aim of our research is not the computerised acoustic analysis of 
speech, having the questions posed in an invariant yet still acceptable way, as might be 
done via a computer interface, might provide a more constrained dataset.
Additionally, we could look in more fine-grained detail at the materials we have collected. For
example, we could consider the distribution of values comprising each variable over the 
time-course of the responses e.g. pitch movements (rises, falls), changes in articulation rate 
(speeding up, slowing down). What we have provided here only shows the combined 
responses to first and second questions; we could look at first question response vs. second 
question response vs. combined question responses, to see what differences there may be. 
Extending the analysis in this way would address our concerns about how the phonetic 
parameters we are investigating are implicated in other conversational organisation work, 
eg., turn-taking and aspects of prosodic structure, as such work may be disproportionately 
represented in the samples. That is to say, the length and also number of turns taken by 
different speakers varies greatly, and some of the phonetic parameters we are looking at to 
differentiate the diagnostic groups play a role in the regulation of turn-taking.
Finally, it might be argued that we should conduct more sophisticated statistical analyses; 
however, we are wary of doing this, especially if the relationship between the statistical 
analysis and what can be heard becomes unclear (Foulkes et al., 2018). Going forward, we 
instead hope to relate this to work on phonetic correlates of depression given that HADS 
(Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) scores and other 
background data is available for most of these speakers. This seems especially worthwhile 
given the comorbidity of depression within both diagnostic groups.
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Tables
name axis label description unit
pRangeST Pitch range (ST) difference between lowest pitch value 
(baseline) and the highest (topline)
semitones
pMedianST Pitch median 
(ST re. baseline)
difference between the baseline and 
the median pitch value
semitones
iMean Mean intensity 
(dB)
mean of all intensity measures for all 
voiced frames in pitch traces 
deciBels
speechTime Speech (s) duration of all audible vocalisation, 
including inbreaths and restarts, but 
excluding any silent portions 
seconds
articRate Articulation rate 
(sylls/s)
speechSylls divided by speechTime syllables 
per second
Table 1: Summary of variables
name axis label description




Average pause duration (s) duration of all pauses divided by 
numberOfPauses, in seconds
pauseToSpeech Pause to speech duration of all pauses divided by 
speechTime; how much of the 
response is pause as opposed to 
speech; 1 = equal amounts of pause 
and speech; <1 = less pause than 
speech; >1 = more pause than 
speech
Table 2: Summary of variables relating to pausing
Variable name minimum maximum mean median SD
EP NES EP NES EP NES EP NES EP NES
pRange (ST) 9.6 5.3 22.5 14.8 13.2 11.2 11.6 12.3 4.4 3.3
pMedian (ST) 2.5 2.0 7.9 7.1 4.6 5.0 4.6 5.6 2.0 1.9
iMean (dB) 62.4 62.3 72.3 70.8 68.0 66.2 68.0 67.0 3.0 3.2
speechTime (sec) 40.0 23.9 141.2 178.4 76.3 80.9 63.5 59.6 36.2 61.2
articRate (syll/sec) 4.0 3.9 5.4 5.3 4.5 4.6 4.4 4.6 0.5 0.5
numberOfPauses 24 13 70 91 37.7 43.9 35 33 15.2 30.9
avgPauseTime (sec) 0.52 0.62 1.10 1.32 0.82 0.82 0.87 0.75 0.21 0.24
pauseToSpeech ratio 0.09 0.26 0.87 0.96 0.51 0.48 0.49 0.42 0.29 0.21
Total number of EP speakers: 7; total number of NES speakers: 8
Table 3: Numeric values for pitch, intensity, speech timing, pauses  
grou
p 
gender name pitch intensit
y
EP female Samantha 0.79 0.32
Sandra 0.22 0.24













male Chris 0.51 0.54
mean 0.58 0.44
Table 4: Skewness of the distribution of pitch and intensity values, arranged by patient
group and by gender
Figure 1: Annotations of files using Praat
(a) pRangeST (b) pMedianST
(c) iMean (d) speechTime
(e) speechSylls (f) articRate
Figure 2: Single variables,  = EP  = NES, letters identify speakers
















Figure 7: Intensity profiles, confirmed diagnosis of non-epileptic seizures
(a) (b)
Figure 8: Pitch values, all speakers
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Intensity values, all speakers
(a) numberOfPauses (b) averagePauseTime
(c) pauseToSpeech
Figure 10: Variables relating to pausing,  = EP  = NES, letters identify speakers
